NCESP GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
MARCH 25, 2022
2:00 PM – 4:00 PM EST
AGENDA

I. Call to Order

II. Native Land Acknowledgement

III. Adoption of Meeting Agenda

IV. Adoption of Standing Rules

V. Standards of Conduct

VI. Moment of Silence for Ukraine

VII. Welcome

VIII. Introduction of NCESP Leadership and Acknowledgements

IX. Approval of July 2021 Minutes

X. NCESP President’s Report

XI. NCESP Executive Officer Recommendation Procedure and Voting

XII. NCESP Reports
   a. NCESP Budget Report
   b. NCESP Membership Report
   c. NCESP Officer Vacancy Announcements
   d. NCESP Update on Proposed Changes to the Constitution

XV. Member/Non-Member Strategic Discussion on Issues and Concerns for ESPs

XVI. Old Business/New Business

Announcements

Adjournment